
Conversion Starting From G4  

 

Once you verify that you are getting a picture on G4(G6) Channel 16, Press  

OPTIONS 6-4-4 and select G0 satellite from the program satellites list, hit  

enter then. (Please keep in mind that you are not going to or moving to the  

'G0' satellite, rather we are just using this for a template). Go to channel  

13.  

 

After first confirming you are on LINE 1 (Dish  

Position), move the dish about 40 to 60 numbers to the right (West). Observe  

the QUALITY meter at bottom of screen. Once it registers  

a reading, fine tune LINE 1 (dish position) and LINE 2 (skew) back and forth  

until you get the highest quality reading possible.  

 

 

Do a MASTER RESET by pressing Remote Control Keypad OPTIONS - 6-7-7-8-7.  

Press ENTER when prompted to Confirm Reset. Receiver will turn itself OFF  

and power ON. Let it go through the WARM UP sequence. Clock will read 12:00.  

Power ON manually.  

 

 

Press OPTIONS 6-4-3-3 and select the G0 satellite. Press ENTER. Press CH UP  

to channel 13. Observe QUALITY meter. Drop the highlighter to SKEW level and  

press Remote Control Keypad arrows left or right to see if you can get a  

higher QUALITY reading. Press GO BACK to save after succeeding, and press  

ENTER to "Save G0" when prompted. Exit out of all menus.  

 

Once CHANNEL total reaches 896, wait 5 minutes longer, and then press  

OPTIONS 6-4-4 and locate the X4 satellite name. Highlight, press ENTER, GO  

BACK and ENTER to save the X4 satellite. Exit out of all menus.  

 

Call up X4 satellite and confirm reception of DMX Audio channels 936 & 937.  

IF you cannot find the X4 satellite, repeat the SOFT RESET described in Step  

4, call up OPTIONS 6-5 and watch CHANNEL counter until it reaches 896 or  

more. Wait 30 minutes or more in an attempt to ensure that enough  

information has been downloaded. Repeat Step 5 and add the X4 satellite.  

 

After calling up X4-936, press OPTIONS 5. Note the QUALITY meter reading.  

Move the highlighter to #2 (SKEW). Use the Keypad left and right arrows to  

move the SKEW setting and set for highest QUALITY reading. Exit out and  

check X4-937, repeating the process for the opposite polarity. Exit out and  

info should store.  

 

Press OPTIONS 6-7-7-8-0 to perform an AUTHORIZATION RESET. Be aware that  

these are hidden commands and will not register all numbers on the TV  

screen. Just press Remote Control keypad buttons as instructed.  

 

On remote, press OPTIONS 6-7-7-8-1 (Manual Tune) to confirm  

Authorization Reset. Look for EMM Reset number, which should be 0 (zero).  

 



Call up X4 satellite, channel 216. Confirm a green DC2 light on console. If  

you have a marginal signal, repeat OPTIONS 5 command using Ch 216 from Step  

7 above.  

 

Press OPTIONS 6-5, write down Receiver # (000-xxxxx-xxxxx-xxx) from LINE 2.  

Watch TRIP COUNTER while you contact PROGRAMMING CENTER for Re-Hit at 

1-800-500-9268.  

Once you have Programming Guide and Subscription Channels, you can also access 

other  

satellites.  
 

 

 

 


